
Minecraft Chat Reporting Features are Keeping Mojang Says
Mojang
 
 
Minecraft's moderation and chat reporting features were first launched last month, but quickly
saw community feedback decrying them for being unsuitable for the task. Mojang has stated
that they will continue to utilize the tools despite some harsh criticisms and arguments. 
 
 
MojangMeesh, the community manager on Reddit, put up a post explaining the decision.
"We respect and value your feedback, but this doesn't mean that your feedback will never
alter the design principles Mojang Studios adheres to, which includes the upcoming reporting
system." While the comment may appear prickly in its own right however, the second
paragraph goes on to state that some users have been posting comments whenever a
Mojang employee is using it to complain about the system. Harassment is a major issue and
is ironically the point of the reporting tools in the first place. 
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Many players responded to this comment by stating they don't feel heard to. To them, each
of their Minecraft servers is an uninvolved safe space and shouldn't be censored even if they
don't want to be. These features can be removed from your server with Spigot or CurseForge
mods. 
 
 
If there are no complaints or discussions regarding the features, it's understandable that
players might feel unhappy. A lot of players have been playing for more than a decade this
game and, as adults, think that they shouldn't have to be watched over. It's important to
remember that Minecraft is a game played by many young players. Therefore, safety
features must be in place to protect the players. However, it doesn't appear that anything is
going to change in the near future. 
 
 
In other Minecraft news, and definitely more child-focused news, have you seen the brand
new Spongebob Squarepants DLC? It's a great opportunity to explore Bikini Bottom while
enjoying some nostalgia. 
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